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La Querencia
I really can’t start recalling my childhood
til after we moved to Kathryn Street in Santa Fe,
my parents home town. I was about four and my
brother Duncan was two. We lived in one of my
Grandfathers Gunnar Swanson’s adobe houses
while my father worked in Los Alamos for the
Department of Energy after being released from
active duty as a USAAF Captain during WWII.
It was here where I met Charlie my first sidekick.
Charlie’s family lived west of us and raised
chickens and rabbits in pens in their garage, so
naturally I learned how to hypnotize a chicken,
Charlie showed me how. The technique required
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was: One first to catch a chicken, then gingerly
turn the chicken on its side, then while holding
the chicken firmly on the ground sideways draw
a straight line very quickly on the ground in front
of the birds beak. If done correctly the bird would
lie there staring at the line untouched til you
erased the dirt line, it would then scamper away
unharmed. We all liked radio show programs for
kids. Charlie, Duncan and I would sit in front of
the big Philco radio console in the living room
and listen to these programs. My favorite was
“Little Orley”, my favorite episode was “Little
Orley and the Cabbage Worm”. Don’t know for
sure why, maybe the fun music or the wonder
of imagining a cabbage worm doing its thing or
both.
At the end of our dead end street was a
acequia or irrigation ditch. It was forbidden
to play in this ditch. So naturally, secretly we
played in the ditch whenever we could, building
forts and played our games there. One day
while busily excavating tiny caves into the the
earthen ditch walls we heard a loud hissing
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noise up-ditch. Horrified, we saw a wall of water
rushing down the ditch pushing a whirling mass
of tumbleweeds in front. We leaped out of the
ditch pronto! and amazed ran along the side of
the ditch following the muddy water on its way
to irrigate fields down stream. I reported this
amazing experience to my mother only to get
in trouble immediately. She explained that we
could have been drowned by the rushing water.
Whatever that meant?
His duty over, my father became a partner
with his uncle Jack Comer in the oil business
and Comer and MacGillivray Oil Co. was
formed. Our family grew as my brother Frosty
arrived in 1948. It was shortly afterwards that
we moved to 130 W. Houghton street. Our house
was constructed of penitentiary tile in territorial
style and was much larger than the Kathryn street
adobe. There was grass, trees for tree houses,
gardens, plenty of room for us to play inside and
out. There was a bunch of new kids to know too.
Friendships with other rascals Butch, George.
Ralph and Ernie, Reynie and the Ragle tribe
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grew. By this time we had acquired a scrappy
wired hair terrier by the name of “Muggins” that
Uncle Jack Comer had given us. A very loyal
dog that had one major character defect, that was
chasing cars, followed only by his ability to find
porcupines and skunks in Holy Ghost Canyon
leading to hours of removing embedded quills in
front of the fire or fumigation outside. Muggins
died at thirteen years after chasing and being
run over by his last car no. 13. His eyesight and
reactions were not as good as they were when he
was younger.
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My parents Allan and Violet loved the
mountains, they both skied, and rode horses.
My father fished and hunted all over the Pecos
wilderness. He and his friend Tom Childers
purchased a primitive cabin in Holy Ghost
Canyon near Terrero to share this love of the
Pecos Wilderness with their families. The cabin
had no running water, electricity or plumbing,
and was to play a formative role in all of our
lives. It was situated on about 10 acres on the
north facing side of the canyon, about 50 yards
above the Holy Ghost creek. The north side is
lush and cool with spruce, fir, hung with Spanish
moss, aspens grow among abundant grasses of
all kinds. The south facing side of the canyon
was totally different. It was hot and dusty with
gambels oak and with patches of poison oak
and poison ivy growing mostly over the entire
side of the canyon. There were fossils galore
there, Duncan and I searched for them all the
time. Duncan was expert at spotting them. I
was nearsighted and needed glasses and rarely
found any. We got our water by means of a zip6

line bucket system. The system consisted of: A
steel cable attached to a tree chest high and ran
downhill to another tree over a pool along side
the creek, where a bucket attached to a pulley
on the zip line sank and collected water, then
pulled back uphill along the cable by means of a
haul rope. We then detached the bucket from the
pulley and carried it 25 yards to a water holding
tank in the cabin. It took about five trips to fill
the tank. A big chore for a ten year old an early
education for water conservation. The water
was used for drinking, cooking and bathing.
The original kitchen was small there was an
old wood burning stove Mom used for cooking
and heating water and a real ice box that blocks
of ice were used to cool things. Violet was a
homemaker and good cook, loved books, cards
and board games and the outdoors. She enjoyed
the challenge of regulating the wood stove heat
for cooking. We had a large #4 tub for bathing,
using the same water over and over, first the
parents bathed, then us kids, oldest first. Or you
could bathe in the creek which was freezing
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cold. There was an outhouse not far up hill from
the cabin close to our horse shoe court, catalogs
were used for toilet paper. Also, inside the wood
shed was a huge wood pile that everyone hauled
logs from to split and feed a huge stone fireplace
in the living room and provide kindling for the
cook stove, both of which burned nearly all day,
kerosene lanterns provided our only other light.
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Eventually the Mora San Miquel Rural
Electrical co-op strung lines up the canyon and
we became electrified, a jet pump was installed
into a sump in the canyon flood plain and new
plumbing was installed. We now had running
water and electric service.
Violet and Allan belonged to a bridge
club in Santa Fe of like minded friends. So the
Childers and MacGillivray families had plenty
of willing support to “raise” the pre-cut log walls
of a four bedrooms and bath addition to the old
cabin, we now had an indoor hot water shower
and a indoor toilet. The Santa Fe Bridge Club
loved a good party and the cabin now provided
this occasional venue and in later years, us
teenagers, but that’s another story!
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New Cabin Addition

New Cabin Addition
By this time our family had another addition my youngest brother Donald.
and two years later Janet. Mom needed help with her growing family and a
hired a live in housekeeper whose name was Eva. Having authority without
question, we dared not anger Eva for fear of the wrath of Mom, or worse yet,
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By this time our family had another addition
my youngest brother Donald and two years later
Janet. Mom needed help with her growing family
and a hired a live in housekeeper whose name
was Eva. Having authority without question, we
dared not anger Eva for fear of the wrath of Mom,
or worse yet, Dad. Eva also afforded my mother
time to pursue her many social obligations and
time on the Santa Fe Country Club links. Eva
was also a welcome addition “up at the cabin”
where we now spent several months during the
summer. We loved the cabin because we were
pretty much left to do what we wanted once our
chores were done. My main chore was to watch
after my siblings when “asked”. Which meant to
allow them to hang out with me and my friends
in the canyon or go horseback riding together in
the wilderness. Duncan and I explored both sides
of Holy Ghost Canyon by following game trails.
We always knew if we got lost to go downhill
and we would find the creek. The exploration
along the south facing side of the canyon was
hard as the oak was so thick one was forced
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to meander laterally along the numerous game
trails which traversed the side; the deer loved
acorns that oak produced. Our progress of the
climb was sometimes monitored by folks on the
front porch of the cabin.
There was a small community of summer
residents in Holy Ghost Canyon and the Pecos
river around Tererro. The general store and post
office on the east side of the Pecos served as
the communications center for all the residents,
the store was operated by long time resident
the Happy and Delfina Ley family who also
operated a riding stable there. One could also
purchase ice blocks, canned goods, candy and
dairy products that Happy’s dairy produced
across the river. Cowboy paraphernalia like Bull
Durham tobacco, Beechnut chewing tobacco,
fishing tackle and hunting and fishing licenses,
ammunition of various calibers and gasoline
could be purchased there too. We rented horses
from Happy, whose stable was behind the store
for many weeks during the summer season.
Happy also provided “pack trip” services.
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Going on ones first “pack trip” was kinda a
rite of passage for the MacGillivray boys when
we turned 13. When riding through the Pecos
Wilderness in those days one encountered few
backpackers along the trails. The trails were at
the time were mere traces, unlike the well used
and marked trails of today. Few people used
the camp grounds providing a true wilderness
experience para todos.
Let me digress for a moment. After
moving to Houghton street I was enrolled in
Pauline Gomez’s, ”Los Nino’s” kindergarten.
I remember my blanket and nap time the best,
after coloring on Big Chief tablets and being read
to. We were given milk and cookies then took a
nap in our own blanket over mats on the floor.
I was fascinated by Mrs Gomez silk stockings
as she read to us and was lovingly chastised for
my feeling her hosed legs. Upon graduation my
job was to guide each gowned graduate to the
stage where he or she received their certificate of
completion of Kindergarten. A kind of initiation
from kindergarten completion into the realms of
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grammar school. Interestingly, my Aztec/Maya
day sign is 2-Dog in their sacred 260 day calendar.
Aside from being a creative sign for literary
pursuits and sensuality Dog is the underworld
guide for mundane souls, leading them through
the underworld to the higher spiritual regions.
Warriors and women who died in childbirth,
and sacrifice would go to the highest spiritual
regions immediately after death.
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Back to Tererro, the Ley family home in
the 50s was on the west side of the Pecos river
accessed by an historic wooden bridge which is
no longer there and a road which went by the
ruins of the old Tererro mines hospital to Holy
Ghost Canyon. The old dairy barn was just
north of the house, his dairy cows were fenced
in a pasture west along limestone cliffs which
included a cave 150 ft from their house. Yep, the
sacred cave of Pecos Pueblo was fenced in and
protected by Happy’s cows and residence.
I didn’t know that “The Cave” at Tererro
was sacred nor that it was associated with the
descendants of the once great Pecos pueblo
(Cucuye). But it sure was cool place for an 11
year old and his brothers to explore. Happy
and Delfina’s oldest son Richard and I became
friends. He knew the cave well and had been
exploring it since he was a “whippersnapper”
and showed me the various passages in the cave
therein. I in turn showed the cave to my brothers
Duncan and Frosty and visiting friends to our
cabin. My brother Frosty even started a Tererro
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cave exploration business when he was eight.
He would wait in Happy’s store with a sign and
kerosene lamp, “Cave Tours .25cents”; I think
he made .50 cents one day. Anyway it was a start
of his entrepreneurial career.
To many Indigenous Americans caves are
considered entry/exit to the underworld much
like the Sipapuni in kivas of the Pueblo Native
Americans. To some natives a cave is also a
metaphor for the great dark rift of the Milky way
or Xibalba to the Maya. Which interestingly
leads to Sagitarius “B” the galactic center of the
Milky Way. Us kids knew nothing about these
things.
The idea of sacredness was beyond our
understanding but everything in the forest
seemed magical. We heard stories that my father
our neighbor Danny McPherson and Happy
spun about the cave which we found scary and
fueled our imaginations. We did know about the
American Metals Company’s abandoned gold
mines on Willow Creek several miles north along
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the Pecos from Holy Ghost Canyon to a town
named: “Terrero Townsite” on Willow Creek.
Between 1927 and 1939 there was a 62,000 foot
tramway system that ran atop ridges along the
Pecos river from the Willow Creek mines to a
smelter in Los Alamitos near the town of Pecos
which refined the lead, zinc and gold ore mined.
Where as young men my father and his friend
Tom Childers used to sneak rides in empty ore
buckets along the length of the tramway. Jumping
into and out of one of the 400 ore buckets that
were attached to the tramway, in places where
the ore buckets were close to the ground. By the
50s open mine shafts and tailings still existed
and could be seen on the west side of the Pecos
river and willow creek. The old tramway had
long since been salvaged by this time for its steel
cables and towers.
Interestingly, for us skiers the tramway
system was originally engineered and built by
the Riblet Company who later built chairlifts
for skiers all over the world. During AMCO’s
operation there were few people at the time could
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afford store bought skis, instead they made their
own by shaping narrow planks of pine with jig
saws into their idea of a ski then steaming the
front to bend and form the tip, finishing it with
a leather toe strap as a toe binding. Since the
miners were virtually snow bound in the winter,
in that it took nearly two days to get to Santa
Fe by horse drawn wagon on a good day skiing,
tobogganing and ice skating were favorite winter
sports there.
Us kids explored these mine ruins a lot,
one of the tailings was used as the community
dump. Squirrels, chipmunks, raccoon’s, skunks,
and other forest creatures used to congregate
there in hopes of an easy meal. So did we, I’m
sad to say. That when we were old enough to
own .22 rifles and by taking a gun handling class
given by cowboy Dr. M.L Clodfelter. We used
to shoot theses poor defenseless critters as target
practice. And so began the brutal reinforcement
of our egos on other sentient beings. Justifying
their murders “as vermin that carry disease”.
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Anyway back to the Cave, as one entered
it the air the cooled to a constant 61 degrees, was
clammy and smelled of wet clay, the dripping of
water from the ceiling could be heard as it formed
stalactites and stalagmites over millenniums. If
one has ever done any “caving” and experienced
the pure blackness of a cave you know nothing
is blacker, total absence of light! There were
two main passages encountered 50 yards into
the cave where a small cold stream runs from
NW to east and where it finally emerged outside
as a spring at the base of limestone cliffs, then
east into the Pecos river. The stream ran NW
along the other passage and after about 1500
ft eventually disappearing from an opening too
small for any further exploration along this route.
We had heard about a secret passageway that the
Indians knew that had another outside exit, but
we never found it. Every time after exiting the
womb of mother earth, our clothes were wet and
filthy with wet cold clay. We had again entered
into realm and warmth of father suns light and
had had a spiritual experience but didn’t know it
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at the time. We were just happy and filled with
gratitude to be warmed in the sunlight again after
completing another successful cave expedition.
It was kinda like every caving event was a
different incarnation. Interestingly the more we
understood the cave the cleaner we would be
upon our exits.
As we became more knowledgeable about
the cave we had different experiences. Along the
floor of the east passage the stream had eroded
a channel through millenniums, depositing
clean white sand on the bottom of the channel
intermixed with mica flakes and iron pyrite
which reflected and sparkled back to us from the
light of our lanterns and flashlights. GOLD! we
exclaimed! contacting “gold fever”, knowing for
sure we had found the mother lode. Exiting the
cave and running back to the cabin to retrieve tin
plates to “pan” our recently discovered fortune.
We spent several hours panning in ice cold water
only to find, when exposed to sunlight that our
findings were tiny mica flakes. Disappointed
but nonetheless not disheartened we continued
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looking for gold and on occasion, in the mine
tailings we would find large large chunks of iron
pyrite, “fools gold” which to us kids we thought
was even neater than gold, zinc or lead.
Later in life I would reflect on this
experience and imagine through shamanistic
eyes, Cicuye shamans on either side of this
channel, doing sacred ceremonies in gratitude
for is life on this planet.
The sparkling sand at the bottom of the
rippling stream illuminated by torches a metaphor
for the Milky Way, whose sacred energy was on
its way thorough mother earth to the Pecos river.
The real “gold” being found was found inside
everyone, as the spirit of wilderness reveals
herself.
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El Vaquerito
I was pictured on a pony wearing cowboy
duds provided by a traveling photographer
in front of our house in 1949, possibly a
harbinger of things to come, quien sabe? My
grandmother Della C. MacGillivray who we
called “Grandella”, mystic and poet in her own
right, once asked me one day what I wanted to do
when I grew up. My answer was to be a singing
cowboy. In the 50s, Roy Rodgers and Gene
Autry were famous singing cowboy heros of
mine. My friend “Butch” and I would take turns
playing the two different characters of “Gene”
and “Roy” on our imaginary horses, “Trigger”
and “Champion” in the mostly undeveloped
land south of Coronado Road in Santa Fe.
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Grandella in her twilight years wrote
a book called: “Skylarking” in honor of her
grandchildren as a warm, “Forget-me-not”. One
of her poems, “Vaquerito”, was dedicated to me:

Vaquerito
The Fairies have tossed you
bridles of gold
corrals were never made
for winged broncos to hold.
Beloved by the Gods
are the hero’s who dare.
Mounting their steeds
To ride range in the air.
Chaparjos agleam
as lariat you throw.
Round up your cloud cattle
spotless like snow.
The sting of a gadfly
stouthearted you will greet.
While monsters breath fire
your branding irons to heat…
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No stampede shall harm
Hacienda on high.
For the fairies guard well
little buckaroos
who fly.
I can’t remember when I first learned how
to saddle, bridle and ride a horse. In a way it
seems like I always knew how. It could have
been at my parents friend, Bob Nason’s dude
ranch, “Rancho del Rio” near Espanola on
the Rio Grande in the 50s, or at Happy Ley’s,
quien sabe? I do know that I spent more time
riding horses in the Pecos National forest than
any where else. I also worked for Happy as a
wrangler for a while. During this tenure I really
learned how to take care of a horses and tack
and as a cowhand on one of Happy’s roundups I
had my first taste of “rocky mountain oysters”,
bull testicles roasted in the red hot coals of a
branding iron fire, where steers are created after
being castrated, branded and vaccinated. The
other hands Ray and Richard seemed to like em,
me not so much!
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In 1953 Elliot Barker published a book:
“Beatty’s Cabin”. This book had a great influence
on my life in my early years. It is about Elliot’s
life, family, historical characters and wildlife
he and his family knew and encountered as he
grew up on his families homestead near Sapello,
N.M.on the east side of the Pecos National forest.
His experiences and love of the wilderness in
the late 1800s and 1900s mirrored my own at
an earlier wilder time. The wonderment and awe
of the once fierce grizzlies, mountain men and
outlaws that roamed the wilderness. As a child
Elliot knew George Beatty the mountain man
who spun yarns about grizzlies until their demise
in the late 1800s.
I have encountered bears several times
in my life but never grizzlies. The first was an
introduction to “ Lil Smokey” the bear, when
he was just a cub like me. Who later in his life
became an iconic figure for the U.S. Forest
Service. Smokey was rescued from a forest fire
in Capitan, New Mexico by the Forest Service
crew fighting the fire. Smokey’s mom had
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perished in the blaze and smokey paws and legs
had been burned pretty bad.
A Forest Service Ranger by the name of
Ray Bell took care of Smokey for a while in a
cage in his back yard of his home on Coronado
road in Santa Fe. Since Ray was good friend of
Paul Ragle and we were friends with his children
Dianne, Charlie, Barbara, Margaret and Norman
all who lived on the corner of Houghton and
Don Gaspar, the news was out among us that a
bear was in the neighborhood; not only that but
it lived right behind the wall in our backyard.
We went to visit Lil Smokey every chance we
got only to be chased away, if found out by Mrs.
Bell. The cub was soon moved elsewhere so his
burns could better be attended to. We were all
proud to be lil friends of Smokey!
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I have seen mature black bears at a distance
in the in the Santa Fe National Forest and up close
in Yellowstone and in the Tahoe National Forest
when I worked as an archaeologist there. Tahoe
bears are smart! They know about coolers. They
know that coolers carry food and will open them
one way or another to get their treats. I lived in
an administrative site in the Tahoe wilderness
near French Meadows reservoir where bears are
ubiquitous, and saw the result of Oso’s cooler
foraging first hand. In camping grounds that
allow car camping in bear habitat like California
are particularly vulnerable. Never leave coolers
unattended at campsites. If you find bears
ravaging your cooler, yell at him, If that fails,
leave him alone rather than have him turn on you.
When leaving the campsite to recreate, put your
trash in bear proof trash bins. Cover your cooler
in your vehicle with blanket or clothes when left
alone, as Oso will break windows to get at their
prize he recognizes, and its easier for it to break
windows with their big claws if windows are left
partially open, close them tight! My old Dodge
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sported claw marks on the driver side window,
luckily for me it was closed tight, just sayin!
Big game hunting in northern New
Mexico included lion, turkey and deer. Native
elk had played out by 1885 until the successful
introduction with Wyoming elk back into the
Pecos Wilderness in the 1930s. Native trout
fishing was so abundant that it allowed one
to live solely on trout when camping. (Which
Nick Montgomery and I actually did for a week
after running out of canned goods and bacon,
on a camping trip to Lake Johnson in the late
50s) The above activities and many more high
country tales were spun out in Barker’s book
which became for this youngster my ultimate
Pecos wilderness source book. Giving factual
data on different wildlife and their habitat and
how to read sign and spoor. Upon learning to
read I found it a lot more interesting than “Dick
and Jane”. The book has a map of the wilderness
as a frontispiece so the reader could see where
all events mentioned above occurred and could
use the map to plan future wilderness trips.
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Elliot, a friend of my father’s used to go
elk hunting with he and other nimrods. Elliot
knew the wilderness intimately having grown up
in Sapello, spoke Español and knew the Gente
{native people} in the little villages in and
around the forest. Barker had served as a Forest
Ranger and Game warden since territorial times
in his long career as a conservation officer.
They would pack into the wilderness for
as: “however long it took for everyone to bag an
elk”. Afterwards, evidence of success included
large antler racks, hides and a freezer full of
food of the gods, elk, our reward. Yessiree, it
was clear that the mountain life was for me.
Incumbent in mountain life in the
wilderness were horses, mules and burros to
pack in supplies to live. There is an art to “pack”
a pack frame which is different than a western
riding saddle. It looks like two wooden X’s
attached to each other in parallel, padded on the
underside and placed on a saddle blanket on the
pack animals back, the Xs provided two horns
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on either side where “panniers”, somewhat like
large canvas baskets were hung using the leather
loops attached to them for this purpose. Food,
clothing, pots, pans, axes, dutch ovens, fishing
and or hunting gear with the exception of rifles
that were secured in saddle scabbards under ones
leg and stirrup. All the gear was placed evenly
in both panniers topped with sleeping gear atop
the horse and between the panniers and finally
covered with a waterproof canvas tarp and tied
down to the pack frame when the cargo was even
and silent. Wildlife are not fearful of equine, so if
one was quiet while riding and kept a low profile
the chance of spotting deer or elk was better.
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Elliot Barker, Tom Childers, Homer Pickens
and Allan MacGillivray on Hunting Pack
Hunting Pack trip in the Pecos Wilderneess
trip
in the Pecos Wilderneess

Ellot Barker, Tom Childers, Homer Pickens and Allan MacGillivray on

1951

1951
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On day rides as we rode slowly through
the pristine forests below clear blue skies,
listening and watching birds and other critters
while being scolded by squirrels for encroaching
into their territories. When we came upon a
meadow free of hikers or other horsemen, if the
chance arose to run the horses we would. Thus
allowing us to give our steeds full reign to run
as fast as they wished, which they and we loved.
There was nothing like the thrill of leaning over
the horses neck as its hooves threw up bits of
mud and grass, dodging branches while heart
racing, thundering across those beautiful alpine
meadows. Happy Ley, of course, frowned on
such practices for fear of his horses and riders
accidentally getting tripped up in a gopher hole
resulting in a wreck that could hurt or kill horse
and or rider. So naturally we did this on the sly.
And after such an exercise we would cool down
the lathered, frothing, happy wild eyed horses
pronto, by walking and brushing them, smiling
innocently, returning our happy mounts to the
corral in the evening, giving them extra oats for
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our fun. Both mounts and riders contented with
another beautiful day in paradise. Happy smiled
back, knowingly. The mountains have their own
ways!
Myself, I enjoyed fishing more than
hunting. Although I had bagged a nice 4x4 point
mule deer when I was 13. A rite of passage hunt I
really looked forward to in the fall, after my first
pack trip into the wilderness during the summer.
Being with Dad his brothers Finlay, William and
cousin Jimmy on this first big game hunt totally
excited me. The family all congregated at my
Uncle Oliver Seth’s cabin on Panchuela creek
near Cowles for the two day hunt. Oliver was
married to my Dad’s beloved youngest sibling
Jean. This was Jimmy’s first hunt too so both he
and I had “buck fever” even before the next days
hunt began just by listening to the yarns that Dad
and my uncles waxed around the fireplace the
night before the hunt, it was so cool! Early the
next morning Dad, Oliver and I headed out along
Panchuela creek. Finlay Jimmy and William
along Jacks creek. A couple of miles along the
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trail I took my .30/.40 krag from the saddle
scabbard to scout a meadow below. WOW! a
4x4 buck was grazing there and didn’t see me
and the wind was right so he couldn’t smell me.
I became nervous as “buck fever” started to
arise. The buck was about a hundred yards away.
I stood to take my shot and I leaned against an
aspen tree for stability. The big rifle spoke twice,
one miss one strike, reverberating thorough the
canyon, the buck dropped dead. Within minutes
it seemed, Uncle Oliver and Dad appeared.
Oliver, a gentleman wanted to dress out the deer
and so he did, I was honored. Back to the cabin
we went and hung the carcass out to cool, the
only kill of the day, I provided meat for the table
that day and was a mighty proud hombre. I had
now become a fledgling nimrod! This gave me
bragging rights. Immediately, upon returning
home I called my friend Lee Clodfelter to brag
about my success, only to find that he shot an
even bigger buck than mine with his Dad, “Doc”.
No problema! We were both nimrods now.
My brother Duncan on the other hand
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was very tenderhearted and did not injure or
wish injury to any sentient being. Instead he
was perfectly content in observing them in their
environment. As a semi- vegetarian he practiced
his own form of Jainism. We didn’t know about
the integrity of this ancient lifestyle till later in
life. After his two front teeth erupted he chose
instead furious BB gun fights with neighboring
kids until Ernie shot him in a front tooth breaking
it. Duncan saving the broken part, told Mom he
had fallen off our 8 foot wall and got it fixed.
Duncan had a perchance for being in the wrong
place at the wrong time. Once when a board fell
on his head when I was building a tree house
and another time being hit in the head again by
a large river cobble heaved by my friend Jack
Stamm while Duncan was crossing the Holy
Ghost Creek. We had just arrived at the cabin and
were down at the creek fooling around, when it
happened. No faulta! Mom, fearing a concussion
loaded us back in the station wagon and back to
Santa Fe we went. Duncan was ok but till this day
he has 7 shape scar on top of his head. Jack was
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in big trouble for months even though it was not
his fault. I think these events hardened Duncan’s
head and resolve for his successful football
career thorough high school and into college He
was a popular student always involved in sports
and social events and who won a scholarship to
U.N.M. This being said, later Duncan went on to
get a B.S. degree in Biology and Naval Science.
Later Duncan found solace in the Navy, Family
and his Faith.
He also liked fishing. Dad, Duncan and I
went on his first pack trip in 1959 to Pecos Baldy
Lake. It was cold, rainy and misty day when
we left Cowles. Being 15 I didn’t like this one
damn bit! Complaining and wishing I was with
my motorcycle, fantasizing about girls or trying
to snag beers in town. Duncan was excited and
Dad resolute. It was dreary and mystical ride
to Baldy Lake, then the clouds cleared and the
turquoise lake shimmered under a cobalt blue
sky at 11,500 ft. the lake was ours. The fish rose
and struck our flies with a vengeance. Our creels
were filled wth fresh trout for dinner. A very rich day!
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It’s clear to me today of the impact growing
up in the mountains and tri-cultural environment
had on my life. I’ve always chosen outdoors
vocations and avocations where I worked and/
or studied things that included the environment,
culture, art and science. If one chased money, I
thought, one lost your life. If you followed your
heart, did the best you could with compassion
as phenomena was presented to you, ones
needs would be met. Certainly there were trials
and hardships, but no regrets except for the
desperate years of alcoholism. A darker selfish,
crazed experience, driven by, “the phenomena
of craving”, a very selfish lover! I was relieved
of over three decades ago, por Gracia de Dios.
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El Vaquerito de los Esquís
As expressed in the previous chapters the love
of mountains was impressed upon me early in my
childhood by my parents. They loved to ski which in
the early 40s was really a novelty in the United States
except for a small group of dedicated skiers who saw
the potential of the sport. The Santa Fe Winter Sports
Club was formed to develop this new sport in the
Sangre de Christo mountains in New Mexico.
In the late 30s and early 40s a ski hill and day lodge
was developed at Hyde Park and a primitive rope
tow was constructed. Interest in creating another ski
area at aspen basin grew. The area was much higher
in elevation and had better and more consistent snow
conditions. A road was needed to access this area for
the public. Finally, after WWII, a road was cut into
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aspen basin near “The Horses Head” burn. Around
this time ski pioneer Ernie Blake was searching
for a place to open a ski area and Santa Fe fit. The
local ski entrepreneurs had located an old mine
tramway in Eureka Colorado near Silverton, that
could be retrofitted to make a chairlift. Ernie became
interested, the tramway was purchased and moved
to Santa Fe which became the first chairlift using
bomber seats for chairs, lovingly later called “the old
red chair”. Ernie and Rhoda Blake after making an
investment in the area became the first managers of
what was to become Ski Santa Fe. Ernie struggled at
Santa Fe for several years. Then moved on to snowier
slopes and developed Taos Ski Valley. With the help
of Pete Totemoff, Dr. Al Rosen, and most of all his
wife Rhoda, y los vatos locos de equís.
One of Ernie Blakes lasting skiing legacies
was developing a skier foundation for generations
to come. This was the children's ski school program
within the Santa Fe public schools system, of which
I was an early participant beginning in the third
grade. This program afforded any kid in school the
opportunity to learn to ski despite one’s income, if
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a kid wanted to learn to ski he could learn, period!
Once a week we were shuttled from school to the
ski area and back to school after skiing, to be picked
up by our parents or friends. Ernie was my first ski
instructor when I was nine. I remember his sparkling
blue eyes and German accent which added panache
to his expert instruction.
As mentioned, the program provided
transportation also ski equipment instruction and lift
tickets for the rope tows and chair lift. Participants
had to provide their own lunches, they could also
bring their own gear if they had it. This program
followed kids into high school. The New Mexico
Junior Ski Racing Team was formed. The members,
were John Brennan, John Kinsolving, John Dendahl,
Jim Jordan, and Mary Lind who were all older than
me and were an inspiration. They were coached by
Buzz and Jean Bainbridge who later managed the
Ski Basin, tambien. Later, in 1960, John Dendahl
made the Olympic Ski Team.
We all loved the sport and our family helped
support the fledgling ski business, we skied together
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frequently. For me skiing became the love of my
young life in the old days and during my twenties
as a life saving profession in the U.S.Army as a
member of “The European Division of the National
Ski Patrol”. Then after the Army, I taught skiing at
Santa Fe Ski Basin which was owned at that time
by Kingsbury Pitcher, with amazing skier and fellow
ski patroler, Carl Sverre, Ski School Director.
Skiers were like an extended family that spoke
their own language depicting places, equipment,
style, and cuisine. When we first learned to ski there
were no safety bindings or fancy slope grooming
machines, we groomed the slopes by ski packing.
Since there were no safety bindings we first learned
to fall and get up and accepted the fact that sooner or
later we would get injured one way or another. We
were the Knights of the Wintry Domain; children
of Ullr beloved by Tepeyollotl. We loved the
intoxication of the mountains. The danger of skiing
in the beautiful silence, snow and pristine air, pierced
on occasion by a Tirolean yodel of glee!
Just getting up to the ski area was an adventure.
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Few 4 wheel drive vehicles existed, those that did
were mostly army surplus. The one lane road was
rarely maintained. After a snow, a person had to
”chain up” to get there.
Many times other skiers helped stuck cars
that blocked the road by pushing and riding on the
back bumpers for traction along difficult sections.
The road itself was a common hazard that had to be
overcome.
Riding the chair lift for the first time was a
kinda rite of passage for us kids tambien. Remember
that steel edges on skis were just beginning to
emerge. Few of us had them and our boots were
soft with little ankle support. To access the chairlift
one had to sidestep up an incline which required
one to edge your skis perpendicular to the fall line,
otherwise you would slide forward or back and if
your skis didn't have steel edges you would slide
into the person below you creating a domino effect
of fallen skiers. Once you mastered the incline you
were ready to load. A skier had to sit in the chair at the
right time or be pushed by it into the rocks below the
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loading platform. After loading you headed up over
the “Thunderbird “ trail listening to the squeaking
chair wheels along the cable and watching the skiers
navigating the trail below. Then came the unloading
phase, a sign place on the unloading lift tower ramp
in huge letters said: KEEP SKI TIPS UP!! which
one did or catch a ski tip on the unloading platform
getting dashed on the rocks below. If you unloaded
in one piece you were ready for your first run. Wow!
So Cool!!
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Dr. Dee Lord Helping Skiers Load on the
Downside of “Ol” Red”
Photo : Courtesy of Mike Lord
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My greatest birthday present ever was skipping
school and spending a day on the slopes skiing with
my parents then going to El Nido with them for
dinner after the day I made my first run!
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Mac in St Moritz, 1966
Photo: Rainer Deglman-Schwartz.
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My feelings for the crush of pilgrims into my sacred
wilderness today is mixed, however, Elliot S. Barker
remarks at the end of his book: Beatty’s Cabin; published
in 1953; pp. 219-220, Pretty much mirrors my own at this
time.
“While some of us old timers can’t help feeling a
pang of regret to find so many people coming and going and
camping here in the high country where we used to enjoy
almost complete solitude, we know it is right and proper
to come on horseback and afoot to enjoy wildernesses’
open house. Since communion with this remote, unspoiled
country has meant so much to us through the years. In our
hearts we realize others should be helped and inspired
from it. Therefore let us preserve for all times a few spots
with primeval conditions in their original pristine majesty
and beauty for such use.
Fortunately the back country can’t be ruined by
being looked at it or photography. Or travel by horseback
or afoot, and that is the kind of travel for the real meaning
of the wilderness to soak in. But motor roads and all the
commercialization of resources and despoilization that
follows wherever the motored vehicles go, would be fatal
to the attributes of a true wilderness.
For the good of future generations may the
wilderness’s not be so defiled.”
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I’ve always wanted to and was encouraged to
share my experience growing up in La Villa de Real
de San Francisco de Asis Santa Fe Nuevo Mexico and
environs of the Pecos wilderness during my childhood.
In writing it, I chose a child’s voice in this story because
of the innocence and awe that we all have, with just a
bit of shamanistic wisdom.
Karma gifted me to incarnate into a fine family
in an ancient village that was not in mainstream
America. A multi-cultural town whose denizens still
spoke Indigenous languages and its first colonial
language Español along with English. Residents were
very tolerant and supportive of pintores, escritores and
characters who could practice their crafts or weird ways
in relative peace and who wove the cultural fabric of
the town. Who I honor in this cuento.

